
T e c h n o l o g y  U p l i f t i n g  H u m a n i t y

Real AI through Machine Knowledge, 
the step beyond Machine Learning
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Presentation Notes
Everybody is talking about AI:  the AI we have today and the AI we expect to have tomorrow. The AI we have today is Machine Learning or Deep Learning which is based on “training” artificial neural networks to recognize patterns in massive databases using statistical algorithms. This is learning like learning to ride a bike.ML excels at things like speech recognition, image and facial recognition. It is also employed in natural language applications such as IBM’s Watson and so-called digital personal assistants but there the results are much more problematical.



Imagine…

 That computers could speak our 

language and converse with us.

 They would have the comprehension to 

understand what we say, and the general 

intelligence do what we tell them.

…sapiens
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Presentation Notes
Why is SIRI so dumb?  Because it doesn’t know what the words mean.  To it the words you say are just a pattern of numbers that the program matches to a subroutine to perform a preprogrammed task.But imagine if machines did have comprehension they would learn like people do through reading and conversation but unlike people  -  they would never forget anything.Imagine how such an entity could help the sick or elderly, remembering every detail of their medications, symptoms and appointments – all the while providing a kind of always there companionship.But that is only the beginning, to combining humans’ greatest skill –the ability to create and apply knowledge of the world with speed, memory and connectivity of computers is to create the ultimate machine – something never yet seen.  We call these sapiens.



Sapiens today
Our approach is new, unique, easily scalable, and massively outperforms the competition.

We have significant demo capability. We’re able to 

show that sapiens are capable of:

Product development:

• Learning pedagogically

• Applying context

• Recognizing falsehoods and nonsense

• Explaining conclusions

• Reasoning under uncertainty

• Disambiguating homonyms

No other ML/DL systems have achieved these breakthroughs.
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See our on-line demo



What “Machine Learning” cannot do

“The crucial piece of 
science and technology we 
don’t have is how we get 
machines to build models 
of the world…” Yann LeCun, 
Director of AI at Facebook

“Ultimately, the real 
challenge is human 
language understanding –
that still doesn’t exist. We 
are not even close to it…” 
Satya Nadella, Microsoft CEO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Machine Knowledge: Computers excel at processing data and information. Define Data, Information vs knowledgeNS has succeeded in something truly ground-breaking and which is at root is fundamentally different from all other technologiesan information structure in a computer that directly models objects in the real world without resorting to symbology or semantics of any kind. We have turned the AI problem inside out.Everybody else today is using emulations of neural networks to try and reach AI by essentially re-creating a brainwe focus on the end product of human cognition, knowledge. We don’t need to know how the human brain works to succeed. But we do have to understand what know is.We believe our Machine Knowledge technology is the path to Real AI. We hope to show: Why and how this is true,  Why by us and not the big tech companies, DARPA or some genius algorithm developers at MIT. How do we know no one is not doing something like it in some secret labs and finallyWhen the big tech companies do learn about us, how will we stay ahead of them with their vast resources?



The World As We Know It
How do humans gather knowledge?

From birth we build a world model in order to understand and navigate the world around us.

Step 1

Create a baseline model of 

the world from sensory 

information

Step 2

Extend the baseline model 

by reasoning and language 

comprehension

Step 3

Communicate that 

model of the world 

through language
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Presentation Notes
Step 1: Humans acquire that basic library of concepts that enables them to use language in the first years of life usually 1 – 5.  Some of these concepts are probably built-in at birth, the rest come through the senses. By the time they learn to read, children are believed to have a vocabulary of around 2500 words.  Step 2: At this point the flood gates of learning are open.  College graduates are estimated to have a vocabulary of 30000 words.Step 3: Doing useful things with knowledge usually requires communication.No one understands how the human brain performs step 1. Experts agree that reproducing the process in a machine using neural network technology would be incredibly difficult and lies decades in the future if it is possible at all.



The World As Sapiens Know It
At New Sapience, we’ve done the unthinkable: 

Developed a way for computing machines to have a model of the world and extend it in a similar way.

Step 1

Compile a baseline 

model of the world 

created by humans

Step 2

Extend the baseline model 

by reasoning and language 

comprehension

Step 3

Communicate that 

model of the world 

through language
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New Sapience has found a better way.  A contrarian approach: don't try to duplicate the human mental processes that result in a world model – bypass that and use computer processes that we do understand to get directly to the result.We have found how to design and build a world model of similar scope with the commonsense knowledge of child that has learned to read. The Model contains concepts that have coverage of the 2500 most commonly used words.Why unthinkable? Because scalability problems sank previous attempts.



The Hidden Structure
Rather than a mass of facts and rules, think of human knowledge as an integrated model where the 

parts are:
Abstract concepts 

that fall into categories

which can be connected in specific ways to create more complex ideas.

If you could find the hidden structure of these connections, you could download a small, 

core set of ideas and the rules for their combination into a computer.

We believe we have revealed the hidden structures of knowledge; we understand the 

rules of combination, and we’re implementing them in our software. 
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Presentation Notes
Knowledge is a model.  Models do not represent things, they are not symbols, they resemble their prototypes. You can learn and understand something about the prototype by looking at the model – symbols tell you nothing about the things they represent.   (Models are not true or false – only better or worse at achieving a utility.)Building a good model:Understand the parts which types connect to what other types? Ideas come in categories, Quality vs QuantityUnderstand the structure of the thing being modelled, Reality has a hidden structure: Layers from quantum to IntellectSo we can arrange our 2500 concepts in a matrix where the columns are the categories and the rows are the layers.The result has an amazing resemblance to the Periodic Table of the elements: a compact schematic that is the key to predicting how just over 100 building block elements can be combined to produce all the abundant complexity of our material world.



Customers needing 

companionship or are 

memory impaired

The lonely, the elderly, 

people on medication, 

or anyone experiencing 

cognitive difficulties 

can call on our sapiens 

for help.

People with many 

details to remember 

With upgrades, our 

tech will increasingly 

function like a human 

secretary, organizing 

customers’ lives.

Companies with customer 

service representatives 

We’ll start by replacing 

frustrating phone menu 

systems and chatbot 

interfaces; eventually, 

advanced sapiens could 

augment or replace human 

representatives altogether.

Our Customers



First Product: Caregiver Sapiens

Medical Compliance Tracking Symptoms Appointment Management

At 9:45 PM…
sapiens: Have you 
taken your Lipitor yet?
user: No
sapiens: When are 
you going to take it?
user: I’m taking it 
now.
sapiens: Thank you!

user: My headache is 
back.
sapiens: I am so sorry, 
how bad is it?
user: About a 6.
sapiens: Worse than last 
night. You said it was 
around a 4 and half. Still 
on the right side?
user: Yes

user: When is my next 
doctor’s appointment?
sapiens: Dr. Simons, 
next Tuesday at 8:00 
AM.
sapiens: Remember he 
wants you to fast after 
midnight the night 
before.
user: Right



Follow-on Product: Companion Sapiens

Beta: 
Personal Memory Augmentation

Can hold a conversation, 

remembers anything you 

tell it; recalls the 

information on demand

Mark I: 
Remind Me Capabilities

Intelligent, proactive 

time management 

assistance

Mark II: 
Communications Manager

Handles incoming calls 

and texts, 

takes and gives 

messages, 

screens email



Market for Sapiens

B2C

Caregiver Sapiens

Companion Sapiens

Personal Sapiens (special purpose)

B2B

Website sales support

Customer service

Talking appliances and devices

Enhancing existing digital 

personal assistants



Go-to-Market Strategy
Build upon our current capability to reach a “tipping point” demonstration when any user 

can have un-scripted un- rehearsed conversation with a sapiens and realize they are being 

understood

Utilize revenue from angel investors to fund continued development, testing, marketing, 

and beta release of our Caregiver Sapiens product

Secure license agreements to “re-brand” the Caregiver with Hospitals, Pharmaceutical 

companies and Elder Care communities

Expand technical staff, bring additional management and marketing staff onboard to 

introduce Caregiver and the Companion Sapiens to a broader market

Attract attention of big tech companies with marketing efforts in anticipation of product 

release; sign licensing agreements

Scale into a range of additional markets6



Business Model
Revenue Model:

Sell our sapiens product 

lines as SaaS with a two-

tiered subscription plan

License core technology 

to third parties in multiple 

markets

Build custom Machine 

Knowledge applications in 

select markets

Tier 1

Fully-functional sapiens 

without core upgrades

Tier 2

Adds upgrades



Competitive Overview
Leading tech companies (Amazon, Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple, Facebook, IBM) currently dominate 

the AI space, focusing on existing machine learning technology.

Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) techniques have massive backing and momentum, but 

are limited in their problem-solving capacity:

No knowledge No intelligence No comprehension

We believe our technology will drastically alter the landscape.

As soon as one company starts using MK technology, the others will have to adapt.



Unique Advantages
Groundbreaking: Our technology will allow machines to possess knowledge and intelligence, 

letting them understand and help users in ways that previously seemed impossible.

Integrated: Our solution sits on top of and integrates with the current ML/DL technology -- an 

easy, scalable, cost-effective way to create systems with incredible learning capabilities. 

Loyalty: SIRI is like an Apple employee on your phone, helpful maybe, but designed to serve 

Apple, same with Alexa, an in-home agent that is ultimately a salesperson for Amazon.  A 

sapiens works only for its user, as loyal and protective as a Labrador retriever.

Unconflicted: Companies like Google have an interest in limiting the power of digital 

assistants -- after all, if assistants can retrieve any information for users, then users will never 

have to visit Google and see the ads on their page.

We don’t have those restrictions; our tech will go further, faster.



Gaining traction in the marketplace through application development contracts

Additional patent / continuations 

Beta test for Caregiver Sapiens planned for 2019 Q4

Near Term
Expected Milestones over the next 12 months:



Looking Ahead
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Investment Opportunity
New Sapience is seeking a critical $2M investment to enhance our core technology, obtain new 

contracts, and beta release our Companion Sapiens.

F U N D I N G  B R E A K D O W N

Product Development 
70%

Business Development 
20%

Intellectual Property
10%

P R E V I O U S  F U N D I N G

Friends & Family Round (Equity) - Closed 1/16

$1.0M

Angel Round (Equity) - Closed 10/16

$1.3M

Angel Round (Equity)

$1.7M

(oversubscribed) 

(oversubscribed) 



Why Invest?

Mission. We’re changing the way humans interact with their technology -- creating a world 

where our machines understand us and our world and continually learn to serve us better.

Commitment. We’re ready to face any challenge, dedicated to giving customers an advanced 

technological support system that caters to their specific needs and desires.

Potential. With an experienced, visionary team, unique, patented technology, and infinite 

opportunities for marketing and expansion, we’re uniquely positioned for success and rapid growth.

Making a Difference. Machine Knowledge is a massively transformative, world changing 

technology.

“If you invent a breakthrough in artificial intelligence, so machines can learn, that is worth 10 Microsofts:         
Bill Gates
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Presentation Notes
a track record and a lifetime of looking at the world through a different prism.  One that involves solving big problems with a completely different mindset.  On that is informed by your education and experience.  This is an opportunity to be part of something that has the very real potential to change the way AI operates and takes it forward in ways no one else is exploring with the same background and success. Now is a chance for the investor that believes, wants to be a part of a small collaborative group that is propelling this forward.  Once the demo is out there it will be a whole new scenario. Big investors, big money and attention.Invest today and help get us to out tipping point. (Investing today could be like investing in Apple when it was just Jobs and Wozniacki in the garage.)Need to be accredited.Opportunity probably short lived- friends program to earn shares by bringing in more investors and other talent.
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